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Part 28
Making foam wings
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Foam wings
When building a foam-winged model from a kit, the wings will almost cer
tE1nlVbe supplied reaay cut and, in most kits, ready skinned; it is only really
when building from a plan or from your own design that you may wish to
make your own, rather than buying them readymade. Cutting foam wings is
qUIte simple, although like many other processes, practice makes (nearly)
perfect. There are several variations in different aspects of foam wing con
SU'Uction,so first I will describe my preferred method, and then look at
some others.

When hot-wire cutting foam wings it is possible to make only parallel or
srraight-tapered panels (Fig, 14.1, A & Bl. and therefore multi-tapered
wings must be cut as several panels to be joined later. Of course, if a multi
panelled wing is so only because of dihedral breaks and not because of any
change in taper. each full wing can be cut as a single panel, then separated
and re-glued at the appropriate angle; there is no need to cut it as several
panels unless it is too long to be cut in a single piece. Wings with curved
planforms cannot be hot-wire cut precisely by any method because the wire
will always form a streight line between the ends of the bow (Fig. 14.1, Cl,
apert of course from 9ny lag that may occur. However, curved wings can be
approximaced by making sr:veral short, straight-tapered panels (Fig. 14.1,
o & El. Having produced and joined these panels, the edges can be formed
with balsa and then sl1aped to give the correct outline. although the aerofoil
will not be correct in most places, so it's not a very satisfactory method but
might be good enough for what's needed. Personally, I would make them
built-up and more accurate.

Let's begin with a simple onl~-piecefull chord wing with no spars and with
a single centrally situated servo operating the ailerons, which are made inte
gral with the wing. Construction consists of the following stages:

Note: foam wings generally have balsa or hardwood
leading edges and tips

cui a, ,evocal panel'qJand finished with
balsa edges may i 2
be acceptable

and

• Prepare the templates (one for the wing root and one for the tip).
• Cut the foam block to the correct plan view. Wherever possible, I use a
block that is thick enough for two panels one on top of the other, bottom
surfaces outwards.

• Attach templates to each end of the block in the right orientation and
alignment; chord-lines - important features - will be set at different angles
if washout is to be incorporated.
• Cut, sand and skin bottom surface, then repeat for top.
• Trim off excess skin, put correct dihedral angle on root end.
• Make provision for servo housing, bracing across panel joints, and
blocks or other internal hard-points where the wing is to be attached to
the fuselage (e.g. for bolts and dowels].
• Fit and shape leading edges and, if any, trailing edges.
• Cut ailerons free. shape leading edges. inlet any blocks needed for
hinges and horns, and face all cut edges.
• Join panels.
• Fit any remaining items such as ply plates around bolt-holes, dowels.
etc.

Templates
A pair of templates will be needed. one for each end of the foam block.
There are various forms of template, with different forms preferred by dif
ferent modellers. and variations according to how much of the wing chord
is to be cut from foam. For example, it is not necessary to cut a panel all
the way to the trailing edge if the wing is to be fitted with a separate trailing
edge. usually of balsa and with or without ailerons, and thus the templates
need not be the full chord. However, there are advantages in still making
them the full chord. as they can be used later to check that any separate
trailing edge and tip blocks are formed to the correct section.

My preferred form is a male template of the full-chord aerofoil with no
lead-ins or lead-outs (Fig. 14.2, A). The leading edge profile provides a lead
in, and the use of packing beneath and extending beyond the tail [as
described previously) becomes a lead-out and holds the wire ends steady
and at the correct height as they exit from the foam and until the centre of
the wire catches up. I'll describe some alternative forms of template later
on.

Ideally, each template should be produced with allowances for the thick
ness of the skin that is to be applied. for burn-back and for any sanding
done before skinning. Starting with the full aerofoil section, the template
should be made smaller all round by deducting the skin thickness and
adding back the losses due to burn-back and sanding These latter two are
difficult to estimate precisely: burn-back varies with wire temperature, speed
of cut, and quality of foam. and sanding - which you may choose to do or
not - will remove another variable but usually very thin layer of foam.

If you have a tool to measure small distances accurately, a vernier calliper.
for example, it is possible to measure not only burn-back but also the
amount of foam that is lost by the passage of the wire - together some
times referred to as 'kerf'. analogous to the wood lost when a sawcut is
made. Take a constant thickness block of foam and measure its thickness

accurately. Place two identical streight-€dged templates on opposite sides,
resting on the baseboard, and cut along them to finish with two pieces of
foam. Measure the thickness of the bottom piece and the width of a tem
plate, and the difference is the burn-back. Measure the thickness of the top
piece, add to it the thickness of the bottom piece plus twice the burn-back,
and the difference between that total and the original thickness of the foam
is what is taken out by the wire - some melted, some vaporised. Lightly
sanding both cut faces and measuring again will give an approximation to
the losses likely to be incurred by that process.

When skinning with veneer, I find that burn-back and sanding losses taken
together pretty much match the thickness of the skin. so making the tem
plates to the size of the finished wing works well enough, except when the
wing exhibits a very high taper requiring the tip template to be thickened
(see Fig. 11.40l. If you need more precision. then the only way is to do a
trial cut as above. If balsa sheet is used for the skins, then of course a
greater allowance must be made for the skin (Fig. 14.2, Bl. Balsa skins
are usually made from 1/16" sheet for the smaller sizes of wing, with
3/32" and occasionally 1 /8" being used as the size of the wings increas-
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: it is rare to find skins of any thicker balsa, Note that thinning a template
to enable the application of a thicker skin is not just a matter of reducing
the height of the template: the necessary amount must be taken off at
right-angles to the surface all the way round (Fig. 14.2, C & Dj,

Marking out
Making a template is no different in principle from making any other compo
nent shown on the plan, /my plan should include drawingo of all necessary
templates, the best ones showing the finished section as well as the
reduced outline to be used to cut the foam, If you are building a foam
winged model of your own design, then you will have produced these draw
ings yourself, of course. It is important that the chord line is marked, in
order that the root and tip templates can be arranged on the block at what
ever difference in angle is required to give washout, for example, and the
lines where leading and trailing edges, if any, are to be glued on should also
be shown (Fig. 14.3, A) so that each template can be positioned correctly
in relation to the edges of the block, On a full chord wing, there may not be
a separate trailing edge, but it would be rare to find no leading edge,

Other than on a symmetrical aerofoil, the chord line can be marked accu
rately only on a full section drawing, as the tip of a template reduced in size
ID cater for the thickness of the skin will not lie on it, and the distancQ of
the tip from the chord line will differ on templates of different sizes or of dif·
ferent aerofoils (Fig. 14.3, BJ. In the two sizes of section X illustrated the
distances differ marginally, while between sections Y and Z the disparity is
more marked.

The most important part of a wing relating to performance is the front.
up to about 1/3 chord, and to maintain accuracy in this area it is a good
idea also ID mark the leading edge line just a little forwards of where it is
designed IDbe; 1/64" is adequate on a wing with peJ"ellelchord or a slight
ly swept leading edge, and no more than 1/32" if the wing leading edge

has significant sweepback. This will allow for some material ID be removed
from the extreme front of the leading edge when it is shaped after fitting yet
still allow it ID finish with the correct section (Fig, 14.4, AI, whereas if only
the exact space is left it is all too easy to remove too much and leave it the
wrong shape and either not flowing properly into the wing behind (Fig.
14.4, B), becoming too blunt, or both. To reduce the thickness of the lead
ing edge means of course that the foam block must be cut slightJywider, so
any template adjustment in this area needs to be taken into account when
cutting the block to plan view. Too much thinning should not be done as this
will weaken the leading edge, so an alternative is to retain the designed
thickness but use thicker wood, thus allowing the removal of some from the
extreme front whilst still retaining an accurate shape,

Markings must be identical on both sides of the template, as only the
reverse sides will be visible when the second panel is being prepared, It is
virtually impossible to glue an opposite-hand drawing in exact register on the
second side of the template. but there is an easy solution which also' offers
further assistance in a later process. Orill two small holes. around 1mm
diameter, one at the intersection of the chord and leading edge lines. the
other at the intarsection of the chord and trailing edge lines [or, if there is
no separate trailing edge, on the chord line as near the tail of the template
a\; po\;\;ible); when the template ia reverned. the:;e hole:; will enllble 011

these lines ID be re-<Jrawnon that side (Fig. 14.5), If the reverse side is
dark, cover it with plain white paper first.

Cutting and finishing
The most accurate templates are those that are cut by computer-controlled
cutting machines, if you can find someone to do this for you. when you may
also be able to have them produced from sheet metal [16 gauge mild steel
or aluminium are quite adequate) to give the most durable templates. For
home production. glass-fibre printed circuit board. or Formica or a similar
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Figure 14.7

rounding the edges and finishing off to size and smoothness. Then run
some more cyano all round and when dry sand off smooth using fine-grade
sandpaper.

A lite-ply template can be made in much the same way. but because of its
relative softness the wire is more likely to cut into it. For better durability.
proceed as before but sand it a hair's breadth undersize. then surface the
edges with a thin skim of carbon-fibre tows (Fig. 14.8. Cl, Anchor a small
bunch of tows to the front end with cyano, using just enough carbon to put
a hard, smooth surface onto the edge of the liteply. Pull the bunch tight ro
the trailing edge. without twisting it, and fix it to the template edge using
thin cyano, which at the same time bonds all the tows together. Be careful
not to let the cyano run to where you are gripping the tows. or you may
inadvertently become an integral part of it. Let it cure. trim off any over
hangs at the ends, and if it's a double-edged template repeat the process
on the other edge. For concave sections. it will be necessary ro press the
carbon against the edge of the concave section with a polythene spatula [or
something else to which cyano won't bond) while the cyano is curing. and ro
work across the concavity a bit at a time. Finally.sand off any roughness on
the surface of the tows. at the same time taking them back to size. and
chamfer or round off the edges as usual. Sanding carbon is best done With
wet-and-dry paper used wet. but do keep the liteply as dry as possible. Be
sure to wear a dust-proof face-mask, and before removing it vacuum up
and dispose of all the dust produced. These templates are quite durable
enough to be used many times, and if that is your intention, it is worthwhile
varnishing the faces of the tamplates to seal them against moisture. In any
case, around the mounting holes should also be soaked in cyano ro harden
up the surrcunding material and prevent them from wearing oval in use.

Hard cardboard (not the corrugated material, but solid and stiff. usually
about 1116"'in thickness] can be treated as either of the above. but the

mounting holes will be more easily and precisely drilled if thin cyano is
allowed to soak in and harden around their positions - on both sides of the
template - first.

Note that cyano on template edges may give off fumes when in contact
with the hot wire. so these templates are best used with a relatively cool
wire which should not be allowed to dwell at any point, and in a well ventilat
ed environment where any fumes are blown away from you. Also. these
materials - particulariy cardboard - are more likely to distort or break
where the template is narrcw, so be extra careful on full chord templates
when cutting approaches the trailing edge .•

Rounded
(Best)

Template Edge Shape

Chamfered

Paper facing(s)

Raw

Figure 14.6
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Mounting holes
Finally,avoiding the registration holes made earlier, drill holes for the pins
that will attach the templates to the foam blocks. These should be a close
fit ro the pins (but see Fig. 11.41], and of sufficient number (aim for a
minimum of five) to resist the templates moving under the pressure of the
cutting wire; the use of balsa supports beneath the templates (see Fig.
11.42] will assist in this. The more pins that can be used to secure the
template. the more secure it will be, within reason: too many holes too
close cogether may make the foam roo weak to support the template prop.
eriy. Placement of the holes is not critical. but at least one should be fairiy
near the leading edge (Fig. 14.7, A) with another just behind (Fig. 14.7,
S) if the wing is highly svvept, as the front one will come out through the
leading edge of the block and may not by itself have adequate purchase. A
template with a deep leading edge should have two holes near the front
(Fig. 14.7, C). The remainder should be distributed fairiy evenly around
the template, not more than about one and a half inches apart and 1/8" to
;3/16" or so from the edge (Fig. 14.7, D). One or two holes should be as
far back as possible towards the tail, where the template is most likely to
bend, especially if the aerofoil is thin: where the depth of the template is
small, the holes should be positioned about midway between top and bot
tom edges. The longer the protruding head of the pins. the more is the
chance of the cutting wire snagging on them, and then the holes might well
be made further in. On smaller templates the holes round the edge may
need to be staggered (Fig. 14.7, E], and may even be restricted to being
roughly on the camber line and fewer than optimum (Fig. 14.7, F) to keep
them at an appropriate distance from the edge.

Alternative template materials
Templates that are not to be subjected to heavy use may be made from ply
(Fig. 14.8, Al. lite-ply (Fig. 14.8, B) or even, in some cases, hard card
board (Fig. 14.8, D). Ply templates can be finished to an adequate stan
dard without much further work, but the edges of lite-ply and cardboard
ones need some treatment to make them hard enough ro prevent the hot
wire cutting in.

To make a template from ply. make sure the outer grain is running chord
wise so that when the edges are chamfered off the wire will be left to run
across the grain of the central lamination and is less likely to snag in end
grain. Cut and sand it to shape just a smidgen oversize, then run thin cyano
all round the edge, being particularly generous from the trailing edge fol"
wards until the template depth is at least 1/4", to help prevent the tail end
breaking off in use. Let the cyano soak in and harden before chamfering or

laminate. are the best materials, unless you are something of a metalwork
er. A copy of each drawing should be cut out and glued to the template
material, which is then cut carefully on a scroll saw - hanckutting of these
materials is laborious - making sure not to stray inside the line: it is better
co leave a littJe excess than to remove essential material. Files, if necessary,
and progressively finer grades of sandpaper are then used to bring the tem
plate to its finished shape. Beware of using too coarse an abrasive as any
scratches left on the edges of the template will snag the cutting wire. and if
the scratches are deep then their removal may leave the template under
sized. To check the smoothness of the edge, drag a fingernail along the
template to identify any rough sections, smoothing them off where found,
and make a final check by dragging the cutting bow over it as if in use to
ensure it doesn't snag.

Attention should be paid to the shape of the template edge in section.
Whatever the base material, it will probably have paper glued to one side,
and possibly to both (Fig. 14.6, A]. Paper tends to become fluffy when
sanded, and strands of fluff may eventually harden and impede the progress
of the cutting wire, so the corners of the template should be chamfered
(Fig. 14.6, B). or better still, the whole edge rounded off (Fig. 14.6, Cl,
co leave the centre of the core material standing proud of the paper: the
wire will then only make contact with this hard centre, which can be
smoothed properiy.


